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Chapter One
————————————

The Race for AI

STUDY
1. What were the first two signs Pastor Billy already covered in previous studies
that showed how the 7-year Tribulation was getting close?

2. What was the other new modern technology that is a huge sign we’re living in
the last days?

3. What passage of Scripture prophesied this increase of information in the last
days?
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4. How many years ago was it when Daniel wrote down the words of this
prophecy?

5. Define the word “exponential.”

6. How does that term apply to this this passage?

7. List some of the differences in knowledge, including the sharing and retrieving
of it, that stuck out to you since Daniel’s time and ours today.

8. List some of the new terms out there to describe this increase of knowledge.
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9. Even our secular society is calling this increase of knowledge in our days a
serious danger. What was the term they used to describe it?

10.What was God’s term used to describe it?

11.Expound on the definition of singularity.

12.If the secular experts are very concerned about singularity, should we be?

13.What was the first overview concerning the AI Invasion we are experiencing in
our lifetime?

14.List the top ten countries who are racing to create Artificial Intelligence.
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15.What did Russia’s leader Vladimir Putin say in regards to Artificial
Intelligence?

16.Complete the statement, “AI is far more dangerous than ________.”
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Chapter Two
————————————
The Definition, Types & History of AI

STUDY
1. What did Pastor Billy say was the biggest surprise coming soon to our planet?

2. What was the second overview concerning the AI Invasion we are experiencing
in our lifetime?

3. What passage of Scripture shows us the Biblical definition of Artificial
Intelligence?

4. What is the secular definition of Artificial Intelligence?
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5. What was the third overview concerning the AI Invasion we are experiencing in
our lifetime?

6. What are the three main types of Artificial Intelligence?

7. Define ANI.

8. Give examples of ANI.

9. Define AGI.

10.Give examples of AGI.
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11.Define ASI.

12.Give examples of ASI.

13.How many years did Elon Musk say we had before we ran into serious trouble
with Artificial Intelligence?

14.What was the fourth overview concerning the AI Invasion we are experiencing
in our lifetime?

15.How long has the desire to create Artificial Intelligence been going on?

16.Who coined the phrase Artificial Intelligence and when did this occur?
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17.Who is ARPA and how were they instrumental in helping to create Artificial
Intelligence?

18.What is ARPA’s name today?

19.What was the name of the chess player who was beaten by Artificial
Intelligence and when did this take place?

20.What was the name of the Artificial Intelligence that beat the two best human
Jeopardy champions of all time and when did this take place?

21.What was the amazing aspect of DeepMind’s AlphaGo Zero Artificial
Intelligence?
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22.What do you think of Elon Musk’s statement that we are “summoning the
demon” by creating Artificial Intelligence?

23.Do you agree with his assessment?

24.Complete Gordie Rose’s statement referring to Artificial Intelligence, “If we are
not careful we are going to ______________________.”
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Chapter Three
————————————
The Big Data & Makers of AI

STUDY
1. What was the 5th overview concerning the AI Invasion we are experiencing in
our lifetime?

2. Review the definition of the term, “The Common Sense Knowledge Problem.”

3. What passage of Scripture shows us the Biblical definition of Artificial
Intelligence?
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4. How does “Big Data” play into the development of Artificial Intelligence?

5. Why is “Big Data” also referred to as, “The New Oil”?

6. List some of the many ways that were mentioned on how “Big Data” was being
acquired from us.

7. What is the industry looking at as the savior to handle all this “Big Data” that
they are acquiring from us?
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8. What is the danger created by this decision?

9. What is a simple definition of the term “machine learning?”

10.What was the sixth overview concerning the AI Invasion we are experiencing in
our lifetime?

11.Who are some of the top companies in the U.S. that have already developed
Artificial Intelligence?

12.Who was the 1st maker of Artificial Intelligence in the U.S. that Pastor Billy
mentioned?
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13.What is the name of their Artificial Intelligence?

14.Who was the 2nd maker of Artificial Intelligence in the U.S. that Pastor Billy
mentioned?

15.What did their founders admit was their real goal in creating their search
engine?

16.How are the founders accomplishing this goal?

17.Do you agree with the statement that they could hold the whole world hostage
with this technology?
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18.Who was the 3rd maker of Artificial Intelligence in the U.S. that Pastor Billy
mentioned?

19.What does the acronym “AWS” stand for and how does this relate with
Artificial Intelligence?

20.What are the many different areas they are already using Artificial Intelligence
to run their business?

21.Who was the 4th maker of Artificial Intelligence in the U.S. that Pastor Billy
mentioned?

22.What was Pastor Billy’s personal name for this company?
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23.What are the many different areas they are already using Artificial Intelligence
to run their company?

24.What did this company’s Artificial Intelligence entities do that scared the
engineers so much that they had to pull the plug on them?

25.What did Elon Musk say about Mark Zuckerberg?
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Chapter Four
————————————
The Future of Business With AI Part 1

STUDY
1. What was the 7th overview concerning the AI Invasion we are experiencing in
our lifetime?

2. What Biblical text describes the antics the Antichrist will use to set up his reign
in the 7-year Tribulation.

3. How are his tactics similar to how AI in invading society?
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4. What was the new term the secularists were using to describe this invasion of
Artificial Intelligence into virtually all sectors of society?

5. What was the 1st area AI is making an invasion into?

6. What was the 1st way this area is being affected by AI?

7. List ten jobs Pastor Billy mentioned that were going to be affected by AI?

8. How many jobs are at risk in the U.S. from AI?

9. How many jobs are at risk worldwide from AI?

10.What was the 2nd way this area is being affected by AI?
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11.What was the name given to these new AI employees?

12.What was some of the rationale given by companies and corporations for hiring
AI employees and managers?

13.What does AI’s introduction into the business community have to do with
Revelation Chapter 13 and the Mark of the Beast system that will be set up by
the Antichrist in the 7-year Tribulation?
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Chapter Five
————————————
The Future of Business With AI Part 2

STUDY
1. What was the 1st area AI is making an invasion into?

2. What was the 3rd way this area is being affected by AI?

3. What Biblical text describes two more antics the Antichrist will use to set up his
reign in the 7-year Tribulation.

4. How are these tactics being used to set us up for an AI Robot invasion?
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5. What was the 1st way we are being lied to and deceived about Robots invading
businesses?

6. How many different types of Robots did Pastor Billy mention in his initial list??

7. What does this list of Robots tell you about how they are impacting our world
today?

8. What are some of the statements used by industry leaders to try to qualm our
fears over this Robot invasion?

9. What were some of the reasons why businesses and corporations were choosing
Robots over humans?
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10.What was the 2nd way we are being lied to and deceived about Robots invading
businesses?

11.How did the Microsoft Tay AI chatbot go rogue?

12.How did the Roomba 760 Robot go rogue?

13.How did IBM’s Watson AI go rogue?

14.What was the 1st Robot that’s already going rogue?
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15.Describe how it did this.

16.What was the 2nd Robot that’s already going rogue?

17.Describe how it did this.

18.What was the 3rd Robot that’s already going rogue?

19.Describe how it did this.

20.What was the 4th Robot that’s already going rogue?

21.Describe how it did this.
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22.What is the final concern mentioned about Robots taking over and/or destroying
humanity?

23.Based on the evidence given, how far off do you think we are from this
becoming a dangerous reality?

24.What was the name Sophia the Robot gave to the baby she said she wanted to
have and why do you think she said that?
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Chapter Six
————————————
The Future of Local Finances With AI

STUDY
1. What was the 2nd area AI is making an invasion into?

2. What Biblical text that tells us this next invasion by AI is exactly what that
Antichrist will do in the 7-year Tribulation.

3. Based on this text, are there any signs that our world is headed towards a One
World Economy?

4. What are the Globalists and Elitists looking to run this One World Economy?
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5. What is the rationale the Globalists and Elitists are looking at having this entity
to tun the One World Economy?

6. What was the 1st way our finances are already being controlled by Artificial
Intelligence?

7. How long has AI been used to control people’s finances?

8. What was the benefits and rationale given as to why we’d be fools to not let
Artificial Intelligence control our personal finances?

9. What was the 2nd way our finances are already being controlled by Artificial
Intelligence?
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10.What was the 3rd way our finances are already being controlled by Artificial
Intelligence?

11.How long has AI been used to control business finances?

12.What were some of the many benefits listed by Pastor Billy for businesses
letting Artificial Intelligence take over their finances?

13.What generation was the highest adopters of this type of technology and why do
you think that is?

14.What was the 4th way our finances are already being controlled by Artificial
Intelligence?
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15.Describe IOT or “The Internet of Things” and how it plays into the Revelation
Chapter 13 scenario.

16.Describe the 5G Network and how that also plays into the Revelation Chapter
13 scenario.

17.What company was promoting 20 years ago to put microchips into all products
around the planet?

18.What company was promoting 20 years ago to put microchips into all people
around the planet?

19.Based upon the new Amazon shopping experience shared by Pastor Billy, how
far off do you think we are to a true Mark of the Beast scenario mentioned in
Revelation Chapter 13?
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Chapter Seven
————————————
The Future of Global Finances With AI

STUDY
1. What was the 5th way our finances are being invaded by Artificial Intelligence?

2. What Biblical text that tells us this next invasion by AI is exactly what that
Antichrist will do in the 7-year Tribulation.

3. What were the specific statements in Revelation 13 that showed a “global”
textual control of all finances on the planet?

4. What was the 1st way our global finances are already being controlled by
Artificial Intelligence?
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5. What was some of the rationale banks were giving as to why we need to have
AI run the whole banking system?

6. What was the 2nd way our global finances are already being controlled by
Artificial Intelligence?

7. What was some of the rationale given as to why we need to have AI run the
whole stock market on a global basis?

8. What was the name of the “personal” AI APPS the individual could use to
control all their stock market purchases?

9. What was the 3rd way our global finances are already being controlled by
Artificial Intelligence?
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10.What evidence was given to show that, like it or not, AI is going to be a major
player in global finances?

11.Define a “Universal Basic Income.”

12.How has the stimulus checks for the Covid19 virus prepared people to make the
switch to a Universal Basic Income?

13.What was the 4th way our global finances are already being controlled by
Artificial Intelligence?
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14.Define “Cryptocurrency” and discuss how this plays in with The Mark of the
Beast system.

15.What was some of the rationale given as to why we need to switch to a
Cryptocurrency or “digital currency?”

16.What method are the global elitists and bankers looking at to tie people into this
global digital financial system?
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Chapter Eight
————————————
The Future of Home & City Conveniences With AI

STUDY
1. What was the 3rd area AI is making an invasion into?

2. What Biblical text that tells us this next invasion by AI is exactly what that
Antichrist will do in the 7-year Tribulation.

3. How many of the sinful godless characteristics mentioned in this text are we
currently experiencing around the world?

4. What does this tell us about the days we live in?
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5. What was the first fatal godless characteristic that will ultimately lead to loving
pleasure more than God?

6. What was the 1st area that AI is being pitched to create a so-called Utopian Life
of Convenience for us?

7. What word does the word “smart” that appears before some electronic device
really need to be translated into?

8. How can these “smart home devices” be used against somebody in their own
home, even on a global basis?

9. What Biblical text was shared that reveals how this technology could very well
be used by the Antichrist in the 7-year Tribulation?
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10.Explain how this can be done.

11.What was the 2nd area that AI is being pitched to create a so-called Utopian Life
of Convenience for us?
12.What were some of the rationale given as to why we need to monitor all activity
of people outside the home and in the cities they live?

13.What Biblical text was shared that reveals how this technology could very well
be used by the Antichrist in the 7-year Tribulation?

14.Explain how this can be done.
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15.What was the 3rd area that AI is being pitched to create a so-called Utopian Life
of Convenience for us?

16.What country was already way ahead of the curve in implementing this next AI
controlled monitoring system?

17.What were some of the signs that this same micromanaging of people’s
behavior was already starting even in America?

18.What Biblical text was shared that reveals how this technology could very well
be used by the Antichrist in the 7-year Tribulation?

19.Explain how this can be done.
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20.What do you think of Elon Musk’s rationale and desire to merge man’s brain
with AI’s brain?

21.What does this tell you about the dangers of AI?
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Chapter Nine
————————————
The Future of Shopping Conveniences With AI

STUDY
1. What was the 3rd area AI is making an invasion into?
2. What are some examples of people today loving themselves more than God?

3. What are some examples of people today being lazy and longing after
conveniences at all costs?
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4. What was the 4th area that AI is being pitched to create a so-called Utopian Life
of Convenience for us?

5. What was the Bible prophecy passage that shows us this trend culminating in
the 7-year Tribulation?

6. What are some indicators that AI is already poised to control all the “buying
and selling” on the whole planet?

7. Fill in the following blanks.
AI is not only starting to control all the ______________ on the planet for
buying and selling, AI is not only starting to control all the ______________ on
the planet for buying and selling, AI is not only starting to control all the ______________ on the planet for buying and selling, but AI is even starting to
control all the ______________ of buying and selling.
8. What was the 1st way that AI is being pitched to control all of our shopping?

9. What were some of the conveniences mentioned for using AI Shopping APPS?
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10.What were some of the conveniences mentioned for using AI Smart Mirrors?

11.What were some of the conveniences mentioned for using AI Shopping
Assistants?

12.What were some of the conveniences mentioned for using AI Smart Phone
Shopping Technology?

13.How is the microchip implant being used in retail to make for a more
convenient purchasing process?
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14.What two places on the human body was this microchipping already being
done?

15.Do you think these areas of the body are by chance?

16.Who is Jesus talking to and why did He say, “Don’t go back to get your cloak”
and” “Pray that your flight doesn’t take place in the winter” in Matthew 24?

17.What was the 2nd way that AI is being pitched to control all of our shopping?

18.What were some of the conveniences mentioned for using AI Food APPS?

19.What were some of the conveniences mentioned for using AI Smart Deliveries?
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20.What were some of the conveniences mentioned for using AI Smart
Refrigerators?

21.What is the danger of having all these AI Smart Food devices in your home?

22.How is the government already dictating what we can and cannot eat?

23.What could the Antichrist do with all this AI technology in retail and food
industries and how does that play into what he’s going to do in the 7-year
Tribulation?
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Chapter Ten
————————————
The Future of Service Conveniences With AI

STUDY
1. What was the 3rd area AI is making an invasion into?

2. What was the Bible prophecy passage that shows us this trend culminating in
the 7-year Tribulation?

3. What was the 5th area that AI is being pitched to create a so-called Utopian Life
of Convenience for us?

4. What was the downside of all the Smart Home systems that people are
installing in their homes?
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5. What was the 1st type of AI Service Robot that you can have to maintain a life
of convenience?
6. What was the draw for people to go along with this type of Service Robot?

7. What was the 2nd type of AI Service Robot that you can have to maintain a life
of convenience?

8. What was the draw for people to go along with this type of Service Robot?

9. What was the 3rd type of AI Service Robot that you can have to maintain a life
of convenience?

10.What was the draw for people to go along with this type of Service Robot?
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11.What was the 4th type of AI Service Robot that you can have to maintain a life
of convenience?

12.What was the draw for people to go along with this type of Service Robot?

13.What was the 5th type of AI Service Robot that you can have to maintain a life
of convenience?

14.What was the draw for people to go along with this type of Service Robot?

15.What was the 6th type of AI Service Robot that you can have to maintain a life
of convenience?
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16.What was the draw for people to go along with this type of Service Robot?

17.What was the 7th type of AI Service Robot that you can have to maintain a life
of convenience?

18.What was the draw for people to go along with this type of Service Robot?

19.What was the 8th type of AI Service Robot that you can have to maintain a life
of convenience?

20.What was the draw for people to go along with this type of Service Robot?
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21.What was the 9th type of AI Service Robot that you can have to maintain a life
of convenience?

22.What was the draw for people to go along with this type of Service Robot?

23.What was the 10th type of AI Service Robot that you can have to maintain a life
of convenience?

24.What was the draw for people to go along with this type of Service Robot?

25.What two passages of Scripture were mentioned that showed us the prophetic
implications of this wicked type of Service Robot?

26.What passage of Scripture showed us the danger associated with having all
these kinds of Service Robots in homes around the world?
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27.Do you think the Antichrist will use all these Service Robots to kill people?

28.What was the evidence that this was already going on?
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Chapter Eleven
————————————
The Future of Entertainment Conveniences With AI

STUDY
1. What was the 3rd area AI is making an invasion into?

2. What was the 6th area that AI is being pitched to create a so-called Utopian Life
of Convenience for us?

3. What was the Bible prophecy passage that shows us this trend of a super lazy
self-convenience culture in the last days?

4. Does our society today live up to these characteristics? If so, how many?
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5. What does the Greek word “philedonos” mean?

6. Where does the word “hedonism” come from?

7. What do both of these words have to do with the culture we are living in today?

8. How do these behaviors set people up for the last days trap of an Artificial
Intelligence takeover?

9. What was the 1st way AI is being pitched to take over our Entertainment?
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10.What is the danger of AI writing something in your own handwriting?

11.According to the interview with the AI Developer, where are these people
getting their inspiration and information to speed up the process for creating
AI?

12.What was the 2nd way AI is being pitched to take over our Entertainment?

13.Why do you think the songs the AI wrote came out dark, suicidal, and
depressing?
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14.What do you think about the title of the “I Am AI” song that AI created?

15.What was the audience response over the animated hologram singer Hastune
Miku?

16.What did Elon Musk warn about concerning AI becoming an evil global
dictator?
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Chapter Twelve
————————————
The Future of Media Conveniences With AI

STUDY
1. What was the 3rd way AI is being pitched to take over our Entertainment?

2. What was the Bible prophecy passage that shows us how this next piece of
controlling our entertainment could lead to the Big Brother nightmare and
horrible slaughter of people in the 7-year Tribulation?

3. How will the Antichrist qualm the people’s fears left behind in the 7-year
Tribulation and actually brainwash them into going along with his horrible
slaughter?

4. Many see Adolf Hitler as a type of what?
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5. What methodology did Hitler use to brainwash the German people into
going along with his dastardly deeds and horrible slaughter of the Jewish
people?

6. What Bible prophecy passage tells us of another unfortunate Jewish
Holocaust in the 7-year Tribulation?

7. What Bible prophecy passage tells us of a global slaughter of gentiles, that
is, anyone left behind after the Rapture of the Church who is not a Jew?

8. How will the Antichrist get people to go along with these dastardly deeds
and horrible slaughter in the 7-year Tribulation?

9. What was the 1st way AI is taking over the media on a global scale?
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10.What is the potential danger of AI literally writing all the news content by
itself with no humans involved?

11.What were the signs that this trend is going global?

12.What was the 2nd way AI is taking over the media on a global scale?

13.Why do you think AI painted that self-portrait in such manner?

14.How was art used in WWII to brainwash people into thinking negatively
about a certain race of people?
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15.How is this being repeated today?

16.What was the 3rd way AI is taking over the media on a global scale?

17.How have we already been conditioned to allow AI to manipulate our
photos?

18.What is the potential danger of AI randomly creating people in photos that
don’t even exist?
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19.How many seconds does AI need to mimic your voice?

20.How does AI already have tons of hours of recording from our voices to
work with?

21.What is a deep fake and how could these be used for nefarious purposes?

22.How could all of this audio and visual technology, with the help of AI, allow
the Antichrist to dupe the planet in the 7-year Tribulation?
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Chapter Thirteen
————————————
The Future of Gaming Conveniences With AI

STUDY
1. What was the 4th way AI is being pitched to take over our Entertainment?

2. What was the Bible prophecy passage that shows us how this next piece of
controlling our entertainment could lead to the Mark of the Beast scenario in
the 7-year Tribulation?

3. Do we have the technology today to pull off the Mark of the Beast scenario
in the 7-year Tribulation?

4. Do we have the ability today to implement the Mark of the Beast scenario on
a global basis?
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5. What was the 1st way AI is taking over our gaming on a global scale?

6. How is Artificial Intelligence taking over the Golfing Industry?

7. How is Artificial Intelligence taking over Gymnastics?

8. How is Artificial Intelligence taking over Running?

9. How is Artificial Intelligence taking over Cricket?

10.How is Artificial Intelligence taking over Soccer?

11.How is Artificial Intelligence taking over Football?
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12.What are the dangers of AI taking over these sports in these manners?

13.How is AI taking over these sports conditioning people to go along with a
Mark of the Beast scenario in the 7-year Tribulation?

14.What are the signs that people are ripe today all over the world to go along
with a Mark of the Beast scenario in the 7-year Tribulation?

15.What was the rationale given as to why people are willing to go along with
the Mark of the Beast technology?
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16.What other Bible prophecy passage comes into play with this rationale given
for going along with the Mark of the Beast?

17.What was the 2nd way AI is taking over our gaming on a global scale?

18.What were the two locations on the human body that the Mark of the Beast
will go into?

19.What kind of new technology did Elon Musk say was coming within the
next year?

20.What did he liken the procedure unto?

21.How has Virtual Reality headsets warmed people up to the idea of getting a
microchip in the head?
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22.What is the danger of allowing some outside entity gaining access to your
thoughts with these types of headsets?

23.What was this danger already being called in the industry?

24.A scientist commented that soon we could have Netflix, YouTube, or Hulu
determining our dreams. How could this be used for nefarious purposes?

25.How could the ability to erase our thoughts be used for nefarious purposes?
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26.How do you think the Antichrist could use this technology for evil in the 7year Tribulation?

27.What Bible prophecy passage speaks of those who receive the Mark of the
Beast as being doomed?

28.How could this technology possibly help explain the irreversible fate of
those who take the Mark of the Beast?
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Chapter Fourteen
————————————
The Future of Agriculture With AI

STUDY
1. What was the 4th area AI is making an invasion into?

2. What was the Bible prophecy passage that shows us this trend culminating
in the 7-year Tribulation?

3. What were some of the indicators Pastor Billy mentioned of how the world’s
food supply was already being taken over even before AI appeared on the
scene?
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4. In light of Dwayne Andreas’s statement, the former chairman of ADM, what
is the real reason why these global entities are controlling the global food
supply?

5. What technology are these same global entities looking at to help them
literally micromanage the whole food supply of the planet?

6. What was the name given for this new and improved type of electronic AI
controlled agriculture?

7. What was the 1st way AI is taking over Agriculture on a global basis?

8. What was the rationale and so-called benefits given as to why AI needs to
take over this aspect of farming?
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9. What was the 2nd way AI is taking over Agriculture on a global basis?

10.What was the rationale and so-called benefits given as to why AI needs to
take over this aspect of farming?

11.What was the 3rd way AI is taking over Agriculture on a global basis?

12.What was the rationale and so-called benefits given as to why AI needs to
take over this aspect of farming?

13.What was the name given for this microchipping of livestock and tracking
all their information and whereabouts in real time?
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14.What was the 4th way AI is taking over Agriculture on a global basis?

15.What was the rationale and so-called benefits given as to why AI needs to
take over this aspect of farming?

16.What was the 5th way AI is taking over Agriculture on a global basis?

17.What was the rationale and so-called benefits given as to why AI needs to
take over this aspect of farming?

18.What tool are the elitists using to get us conditioned to accepting an outside
entity controlling our food supply?
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19.What were some of the examples they were using to drum up this state
within ourselves?

20.What was the Food Safety Modernization Act and what does it allow the
government to do with our food supply?

21.What was the Food Safety and Tracking Improvement Act and what does it
allow the government to do with our food supply?

22.What was mentioned that was already going on with SWAT teams even here
in America?

23.Other than the food supply, what else are these elitists looking at controlling
and how does this also play into the timeframe of the 7-year Tribulation?
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24.What was the Bible prophecy passage that shows us this how this next
power grab will also be used for control purposes in the 7-year Tribulation?

25.What same technique was being used to get us to go along with this next
power grab as well?

26.What was it that is now considered illegal to do even here in the United
States?

27.What was The Blue Planet project and what will that allow the United
Nations to do?

28.What third supposed crisis is being used to get us to go along with having an
outside entity dictate what we both eat and drink?

29.What kind of “report cards” are already being given to kids in school to
reinforce this takeover of what we eat or drink?
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30.What kind of “new” police are they implementing to enforce this takeover of
what we eat or drink?

31.What kind of “punishment” is being doled out to those who refuse to do
what these elitists tell us to do with what we eat or drink?

32.Fill in the blanks as to what the one researcher stated in light of this
behavior. “What’s left to eat? You going to start feeding us _________ and
_________”?
33.What is it that AI can now spot from space?

34.What is it that AI will soon be able to do around the whole planet concerning
the whole ecosystem?
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Chapter Fifteen
————————————
The Future of Communication & Education With AI

STUDY
1. What is the 5th area AI is making an invasion into?

2. What was the Bible prophecy passage that shows us this trend culminating
in the 7-year Tribulation?

3. What did Jesus say would happen to those who follow Him in the 7-year
Tribulation?

4. What does the Greek word “paradidomi” mean?
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5. Do we see any signs today that people will be hated, betrayed and killed just
for being a follower of Jesus? Give current examples.

6. What was the 1st way AI is helping the Antichrist know who is a follower of
Jesus in the 7-year Tribulation?

7. Give examples of how our world is already interconnected with Electronic
Communication.

8. What was the 2nd way AI is helping the Antichrist know who is a follower of
Jesus in the 7-year Tribulation?

9. What Bible prophecy passage does this correlate to?

10.Define the term “cyborg.”
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11.What is “Neuralink” and what does Elon Musk want to do with that
technology?

12.Give several examples of how they are saying this “Neuralink” connection
will supposedly benefit the individual who avails themselves to it.

13.What were the so-called experts saying was coming with future Brain Chip
Technology?

14.What was the 6th area AI is making an invasion into?

15.What was the 1st way AI is controlling what people learn on the whole
planet?
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16.Why would people go along with the so-called benefits of an AI totally
controlled Educational System?

17.Why would people go along with Robot AI Teachers?

18.What were some signs given that younger generations were being prepared
for this AI totally controlled educational system?
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19.What were some of the Big Brother dangers with this AI totally controlled
educational system?

20.What country was already putting these systems into play?

21.What was the 2nd way AI is controlling what people learn on the whole
planet?

22.Describe what a “Brain Chip” is.

23.What company was promoting their own “Brain Chip”?

24.Give several examples of how they are saying these “Brain Chips” will
supposedly benefit the individual who avails themselves to it.
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25.What were some of the dangers given by the so-called experts concerning
these “Brain Chips”?

26.Where do you think all this technology is headed?
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Chapter Sixteen
————————————
The Future of Doctors & Surgeries With AI

STUDY
1. What was the 7th area AI is making an invasion into?

2. What was the Bible prophecy passage that shows us this trend culminating
in the 7-year Tribulation?

3. How do you see the Antichrist using this to his advantage/leverage?
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4. What was the 1st way AI is controlling the all the Medical Systems on the
planet?

5. What term is being used to describe this AI trend in the Medical Industry?

6. What are the so-called benefits of having AI control the Medical Industry?

7. Another rational for people to accept AI taking over the Medical Industry
was due to a shortage of what?

8. How much will be spent on AI in Healthcare by 2025 and what does this tell
you about this trend?

9. What is the 1st way doctors are being replaced by AI?
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10.What is the 2nd way doctors are being replaced by AI?

11.How are younger generations being prepared to accept AI as the one giving
them medical care/advice?

12.What is the 3rd way doctors are being replaced by AI?

13.What were some of the rationale given as to why we need to go down this
route of creating actual AI Robot doctors?

14.What are some of the dangers of allowing AI to become our doctors?
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15.What year did the Silicon Valley investor say Robots “will” replace doctors?

16.What was the 2nd way AI is controlling the all the Medical Systems on the
planet?

17.What year will 45% of Operating Rooms be integrated with Artificial
Intelligence?

18.What other new technology has allowed for AI Remote Surgeries?

19.What country is already doing this?

20.What were some of the rationales given as to why we need to let AI control
our surgeries now?
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21.What will happen if AI completely takes over the Medical Industry?

22.How can the Antichrist use this AI takeover of the Medical Industry to his
advantage in the 7-year Tribulation?
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Chapter Seventeen
————————————
The Future of Diseases & Administration With AI

STUDY
1. What was the 7th area AI is making an invasion into?

2. What was another Bible prophecy passage that shows us this trend culminating
in the 7-year Tribulation?

3. What will people be needing during the 7-year Tribulation disasters and wars
and how could the Antichrist use this to his advantage/leverage?

4. What was the 3rd way AI is controlling the all the Medical Systems on the
planet?
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5. What was the rationale given as to why AI now needs to do this aspect of
Medical Care for us?

6. What are some of the dangers that could arise by having AI totally control
disease prediction?

7. How can the Antichrist use this to make, order, and cause people do what he
wanted them to do, as well as kill them?

8. What was the 4th way AI is controlling the all the Medical Systems on the
planet?

9. What were the so-called benefits of having Mandated Electronic Healthcare
Data?
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10.What is the Medical Industry putting bar codes on?

11.What dangers could arise from this?

12.What did Obamacare have mandated by 2024?

13.What are the inherent dangers of having this Mandated Electronic Healthcare
Data?

14.How could the Antichrist use this Mandated Electronic Healthcare Data against
people in the 7-year Tribulation?

15.What is the 1st way medical microchips are already being promoted and put into
people?
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16.What is the 2nd way medical microchips are already being promoted and put
into people?

17.What is the 3rd way medical microchips are already being promoted and put into
people?

18.Bill Gate’s Dad was the head of what organization?

19.What is the 4th way medical microchips are already being promoted and put into
people?

20.Where do you think this is all headed and what Bible Prophecy passage comes
to mind?

21.How can the Antichrist use these medical microchips to his
advantage/leverage?
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Chapter Eighteen
————————————
The Future of Diet & Drugs With AI

STUDY
1. What Bible Prophecy passage tells us that people will turn in their own family
in the 7-year Tribulation?

2. What was the 7th area AI is making an invasion into?

3. What was yet another Bible prophecy passage that shows us this trend
culminating in the 7-year Tribulation?

4. What will those people who survive the three sets of judgments of God need
during the 7-year Tribulation?
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5. What is the 5th way AI is controlling the all the Medical Systems on the planet?

6. What will people be having a shortage of in the 7-year Tribulation?

7. How will this be controlled and distributed in the 7-year Tribulation?

8. What Bible Prophecy passage tells us this will occur on a global basis?

9. What is the 1st way AI is already being looked upon to micromanage the food
supply on the whole planet?

10.How have people already been conditioned to allow AI to monitor and help
choose their food intake?
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11.How do celebrities encouraging a vegetarian diet correlate to Bible prophecy?

12.What was the 2nd way AI is already being looked upon to micromanage the food
supply on the whole planet?

13.How have people already been conditioned to allow AI to monitor their health
and biometric data?

14.If people lose these AI Wearable Health Devices, then how can this affect them
negatively?

15.What is already being pitched as the next more secure solution to these Medical
AI Wearable Devices?

16.What Bible Prophecy passage does this bring to mind?
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17.Do we see any signs that these AI devices will in fact be mandated?

18.What was the 6th way AI is controlling the all the Medical Systems on the
planet?

19.How will this come into play with all the disasters in the 7-year Tribulation?

20.What was some of the rationale given as to why AI needs to be the one in
charge of this area of medical care?

21.How many Startup Companies are using Artificial Intelligence in this field of
Medical Care?
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22.Define “Personalized Medicine.”

23.Define “Digital Medicine.”

24.When you see the word “Smart” before something, what should you supplant it
with?

25.How can the Antichrist use this to his advantage/leverage in the 7-year
Tribulation?
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Chapter Nineteen
————————————
The Future of Death With AI

STUDY
1. What was the 7th way AI is controlling the all the Medical Systems on the
planet?

2. What three Bible prophecy passages were given that shows us this trend
culminating in the 7-year Tribulation?

3. What does Jesus tell us about satan in John Chapter 8?
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4. How does the Antichrist and False Prophet emulate this?

5. What was the 1st way AI will be controlling people’s deaths in the 7-year
Tribulation?

6. Who gets to decide and what are the dangers of the term “Mental Health”?

7. Who is being called “mentally unstable” today in politics?

8. How will the world make sure that everyone has access to a “Psychiatrist” who
can then determine their so-called “mental status”?

9. Define “Digital Psychiatrist.”
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10.Who is already being conditioned to allow AI to aid in their so-called “Mental
Health”?

11.What are some of the dangers of this constant global AI monitoring of people’s
so-called Mental Health Status?

12.How is this already being done with other technology that most people don’t
even know about?

13.Define “Mental Manipulation.”

14.What was the prescribed penalty for this new crime?
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15.What is the industry looking at doing to “prevent” or even possibly “inoculate”
people from becoming a so-called “religious terrorist”?

16.What was the 2nd way AI will be controlling people’s deaths in the 7-year
Tribulation?

17.How is this already being done with other technology that most people don’t
even know about?

18.Define “Targeted Intervention.”

19.What was the premise of the Science Fiction movie “Logan’s Run”?
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20.How could this AI technology allow that Science Fiction movie to become our
current day reality?

21.What was the 3rd way AI will be controlling people’s deaths in the 7-year
Tribulation?

22.What political party has become The Death Party?

23.As a political party, how have they displayed this murderous desire?

24.Define “Thanatorium.”
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25.Define “Death Panel.”

26.What proof was given that this is what’s coming next to our society?

27.How are Bill Gates, Google, and Tony Blair involved in this behavior?

28.What did Roger Ebert say was coming to everyone at birth?

29.What movie does this sound like?
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30.What type of microchip was invented that could kill people anywhere around
the world on the spot?
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Chapter Twenty
————————————
The Future of Big Brother With AI

STUDY
1. What was the 8th area AI is making an invasion into?

2. What was the Bible prophecy passage that shows us this trend culminating in
the 7-year Tribulation?

3. What did Jesus tell people to do in the 7-year Tribulation when they see the
Abomination of Desolation?

4. How could the Antichrist prevent this from happening?
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5. What was the 1st way the Antichrist is preventing people from escaping in the 7year Tribulation?
6. How has this trend conditioned people to allow AI to control their
transportation needs?

7. The transportation industry is now removing the human element altogether by
having “driverless” what?

8. What is “Waymo?”

9. How much money is already being spent on this technology?

10.What was the 2nd way the Antichrist is preventing people from escaping in the
7-year Tribulation?

11.Define “AI Smart Pod.”
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12.How is this mode of transportation being pitched to people?

13.What are the danger of allowing these modes of transportation being taken over
by AI?

14.What is the danger of allowing AI to decide who gets to live or die in the
Transportation Industry?

15.How could the Antichrist use this to his advantage in the 7-year Tribulation?

16.What was the 9th area AI is making an invasion into?

17.What was the Bible prophecy passage that shows us this trend culminating in
the 7-year Tribulation?
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18.What did Jesus tell people “not” to do in the 7-year Tribulation when they see
the Abomination of Desolation?

19.Why do you think He warned about this?

20.Describe “Pre-Crime” and the premise of the Tom Cruise movie “Minority
Report.”

21.How is that movie about to become our modern-day reality?

22.What was the 1st way AI is already predicting crime?
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23.How is AI already running the backend of the Police Force?

24.What is AI now taking over for the police forces around the world that no
amount of humans can do?

25.What will having AI control and monitor all cameras allow it to do?

26.What was the 2nd way AI is already predicting crime?

27.Describe “Predictive Policing.”

28.Describe “Smart Glasses.”
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29.What was the system called that Amazon is selling to the government agencies,
police forces, and Immigrations Customs Enforcement?

30.How can AI use all this monitoring technology to “predict” so-called threats?

31.What countries and cities are already using AI to “predict” criminal behavior?

32.What evidence was given that people are wanting and getting microchips in
their hands just like the movie Logan’s Run?

33.How could the Antichrist us all this AI Criminal Technology for his advantage
in the 7-year Tribulation?
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Chapter Twenty-One
————————————
The Future of Military With AI

STUDY
1. What was the 10th area AI is making an invasion into?

2. How much did the U.S. spend in this area with AI in 2020 alone?

3. What other major country is starting to outpace us in this area?

4. What term is being used to describe this “race”?

5. What Bible prophecy passages that shows us this trend culminating in the 7year Tribulation?
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6. In the wars mentioned in the Book of Revelation, approximately how many
people will die as a result?

7. What technology could be used to pull this off without resorting to nuclear
warfare?

8. What was the 1st way AI is taking over the militaries around the world?

9. What were some of the examples given of “unmanned” military vehicles?

10.What were some of the other areas listed that the militaries want AI to take over
for them?
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11.Describe the “Skynet Scenario.”

12.Who aims to be the leader in this AI technology by 2030?

13.How will AI “Change the Art of War.”

14.AI Military technology is also going into space. Why do you think this is so?

15.Do you think this trend has anything to do with the new U.S. Space Force?
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16.What was the 2nd way AI is taking over the militaries around the world?

17.What is a UAV, UUV, and an MAV?

18.What examples were given is actual MAV’s already in existence?

19.Define SWARM technology.

20.What was the 3rd way AI is taking over the Militaries around the world?

21.What types of animals were being mimicked with AI Robot technology and
even weaponized?
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22.How is the SWARM technology being utilized in these AI Animal Robots as
well?

23.What Bible Prophecy passage does this remind you of in the 7-year
Tribulation?

24.What was the 4th way AI is taking over the Militaries around the world?

25.What is the rationale to make Robot Soldiers?

26.How are Robot Soldiers better than human soldiers?
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27.How are they making Robot Soldiers as “human” as possible?

28.Define “Neuromorphic Chip.”

29.What year was given by the Military as to when the want to have 1/4th of all
U.S. combat solders replaced with Robot Soldiers?

30.What did Russian President Vladimir Putin say about the dangers of this
technology?

31.What did he say these Robots could one day eventually do?

32.Complete this statement by Putin, “The nation that leads in AI will be
___________________________________.”
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33.Why do you think people are petitioning to stop these “Killer Robots”?

34.What is Project Maven?

35.How is this like Skynet?

36.Who was helping build Project Maven for the military?

37.Who is now wanting to build their own AI Robot Army?
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38.What year are the so-called experts saying AI will lead to a Nuclear War just
like Skynet?
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Chapter Twenty Two
————————————
The Future of Religion With AI

STUDY
1. What was the 11th area AI is making an invasion into?

2. What was the Bible prophecy passage that shows us this trend culminating in
the 7-year Tribulation?

3. What religious thing will people be doing in regards to the Antichrist in the 7year Tribulation?

4. What is the 1st way religion will be changed in the 7-year Tribulation?
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5. What are some past historical examples of people worshiping a political world
leader?

6. What is a current example of people worshiping a political world leader?

7. What is the 2nd way religion will be changed in the 7-year Tribulation?

8. What is the Bible prophecy passage that shows us this will occur in the 7-year
Tribulation?

9. List all the examples given of all the various groups who are already worshiping
man as a god?
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10.List all the examples given of all the various apostate church who are already
worshiping man as a god?

11. Define “Transhumanism.”

12.How does this movement play into the trend where people are wanting to “be
their own god?”

13.What did the Transhumanist say to people who tried to get in his way in
“becoming a god?”

14.What Bible passage tells us that these Transhumanists will not “live forever” in
a machine?
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15.What Bible passages tell us that these Transhumanists will not ever become “a
god”?

16.What is the 3rd way religion will be changed in the 7-year Tribulation?

17.What was the Bible prophecy passage that shows us this will occur in the 7-year
Tribulation?

18.Do we have the technology today to fulfill this passage of Scripture?

19.What examples were given of using AI Image technology to already “bring
dead people back to life.”

20.How is the Vatican involved in this imaging technology?
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21.What signs do we see of people already interacting/worshiping this AI
Imagery?

22.What is the 4th way religion will be changed in the 7-year Tribulation?

23.What was the 1st sign AI is already starting to control religion on the planet?

24.What will the “New Courts of Tomorrow” look like?

25.Describe the following terms, ““Digital Courts,” “Cyber Courts,” and “Mobile
Courts.”
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26.What is “Data Sentencing.”

27.What was the 2nd sign AI is already starting to control religion on the planet?

28.Who is starting to be responsible for “breeding people” on the planet?

29.What was the 3rd sign AI is already starting to control religion on the planet?

30.What is being looked upon as mankind’s Universal Global Savior?

31.What was the 4th sign AI is already starting to control Religion on the planet?

32.What is AI claiming itself already to be?

33.What passages of Scripture, Old and New Testament, show us this is exactly
what AI is attempting to do?
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34.What was the 5th sign AI is already starting to control religion on the planet?

35.What Biblical examples were given of people in the past committing the sin of
idol worship, which is what AI worship today really is as well?

36.How is the “Average Joe” in society already showing signs of worshiping AI
like an idol or false god?

37.How are kids in society already showing signs of worshiping AI like an idol or
false god?

38.What is the name of the new “AI Church”?

39.Who is the man behind its development and what is his background?
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40.What were the activities its participants are engaged in?

41.What was the rationale given as to why AI Worship “makes sense”?

42.How is the Pope getting involved in this AI Worship trend?

43.How is the “Apostate Church” in society already showing signs of worshiping
AI like an idol or false god?

44.What is D.A.V.I.D. and what is it being used for?
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45.Do you know of churches who would already go along with Robot Pastors? If
so, why do you think this is so?

46.So-called experts are now predicting that, “An AI god will emerge and write its
own,” what?

47.What should you and I as Christians be doing during this time frame with
Artificial Intelligence exploding onto the scene?

48.Complete this phrase, “It’s not a time to be fearful but ___________.”
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How to Receive Jesus Christ:

1. Admit your need (I am a sinner).
2. Be willing to turn from your sins (repent).
3. Believe that Jesus Christ died for you on the Cross and rose from the grave.
4. Through prayer, invite Jesus Christ to come in and control your life through the
Holy Spirit. (Receive Him as Lord and Savior.)

What to pray:

Dear Lord Jesus,
I know that I am a sinner and need Your forgiveness. I believe that You died for
my sins. I want to turn from my sins. I now invite You to come into my heart and
life. I want to trust and follow You as Lord and Savior.

In Jesus’ name. Amen.
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